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scale, of the covering portion substantially on the line
2-2 of Fig. 1.

O

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are views partly in vertical section and
partly in elevation illustrating steps in the method of
packaging the ball of earth or the like surrounding the
roots of specimens of dug nursery stock.
In the drawing wherein for the purpose of illustration
is shown a preferred embodiment of the invention and
wherein similar reference characters designate correspond
ing parts throughout the several views the covering means
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sembly of covering means A and nursery stock B.
The covering means A comprises a covering portion
16 which is preferably a length or sheet of Suitable flex
ible Substantially imperforate material, as burlap, canvas,
heavy paper and the like and securing and sling means
1 which may be lengths of suitable flexible material
as string, cord or rope, providing, in part, ties.
The covering portion 10 is preferably a polygonal, as
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is designated as A; dug nursery stock, B; a Zone C from

which the nursery stock is dug, and D the packaged as

This invention relates to plant husbandry and more par

ticularly to covering and package for the body of material
Surrounding the roots of specimens of drug nursery stock,
and methods of packaging.
The packaging of nursery stock is best carried on rapidly
due to a number of factors which range from taking ad
Vantage of certain relatively short periods in the year
when nursery stock is best dug and shipped, to the
need of preventing drying cut of the ball of earth or the
like Surrouilding the roots of dug nursery stock.
An important object of this invention is to provide a
nursery Stock covering which may be quickly applied to
form a package and thus will permit rapid handling of
dug nursery Stock to prevent drying out and to increase
the quantity of Stock which may be packaged for ship
ment and the like within a given time.
While laborers may be taught to dig nursery stock with
a ball of earth surrounding the roots, they often do not
inderstand the best methods necessary to surround the
ball of earth with a covering. Sometimes the ball of
earth is heavy or unwieldly and it requires throught and
many manipulations to get the covering under the ball
of earth and then around it and secure the covering
against loosening. This difficulty is not only encountered
in the use of the more or less shapeless conventional bur
lap Sacking which is often secured in place by nails used
as pins, but also in the complicated packaging devices of

shaped sheets or bags of material with accompanying ties
A further important object of the invention is to pro
vide a nursery Stock package, including a shaped cover
ing for the ball of earth, which may be readily applied
without any complicated manipulations and without lift
ing the nursery Stock in order to position the covering

side edge parts 5 doubled over to form hemmed side
edges 16 substantially normal to the edges 13. The
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or the like.

avoid disturbing the roots themselves.
A further important object is to provide a method of
rapidly packaging the ball of earth or body of other ma

apparent during the course of the following detailed de
Scription of the invention, taken in connection with the
accompanying drawing, forming a part of this disclosure,
and in which drawing:
Fig. 1 is a plan view of the spread out covering por
tion of the preferred covering means of the invention.
Fig. 2 is a transverse section, on a slightly enlarged

of each hem is a securing means 6. One end portion of
each length may be formed into an eye 20 and this eye
is disposed closely adjacent the end part 12 but the other
end portion 2 of each length extends a considerable dis
tance beyond the other end part 3. For example each
length may extend outwardly of the adjacent hem a
distance equal to approximately one-and-one-half times
the length of the covering portion 10.
Referring now to the steps in the method of packaging
the ball or body 25 hereinafter called body, of material,
as earth and/or mulching material, surrounding the root
system of dug nursery stock B which body 25 may be
still in the earth cavity 26 surrounding the body 25, but
spaced from the Walls of the cavity. Such a cavity is
generally wider at its mouth and the walls slope inwardly
to some extent,
As a first step one of the covering, means A is provided

Surface 27, side surface 28 and bottom surface 29 of

the body 25. The body 25 is tilted on its bottom sur
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face 29 as in Fig. 3 and with a part of its side surface
against a portion of the surface of the cavity. 26, where
upon the edge part 2 of the covering portion 10 is posi
tioned over the uppermost part of the tilted upper surface
27 and the adjacent intermediate part of the covering
portion is positioned over the adjacent part of the side
Surface 28 and extended downwardly to and over the ex
posed portion of the bottom surface 29. At this point
the other intermediate part and the other edge part 13
of the covering portion are gathered together into an
overlapped narrow length 30. For convenience this length
30 may be a roll, as in Fig. 3. The length 30 is tucked

as far as possible under the tilted body 25. Thereupon,
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terial surrounding the roots of dug nursery stock to pre
vent drying out or disturbing the roots during shipment,
etc., and which method is readily understood.
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be

side edge parts 5 may be secured as by stitches 7.
Extending through and outwardly of each open end

of an area as large as the combined area of the upper
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under the ball of earth.

In packaging the dug up balls of earth surrounding the
roots of nursery stock, it is desirable to disturb, as little
as possible, the earth, so it will not be shaken from the
compact feeding root systems, induced to form by nursery
practices.
An important object of the invention is to provide a
package which is formed to disturb, as little as possible,
the earth Surrounding the feeding roots as well as to

oblong, sheet with end parts 2 and 3, each provided
with Substantially paralleling end edges 14 and with the

the body 25 is tilted in the opposite direction, as in Fig. 4,
against the opposite portion of the surface of the cavity
26 and thus rolled or tilted over the length 30 until the
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latter is free of the bottom surface 29 and the length 30
may then be unrolled and spread over the still uncovered
bottom surface 29, and side surface 28 and the edge part
13 positioned over the uncovered part of the upper sur

face 27. Finally, the covering portion 0 is secured against
accidental uncovering by employing the securing and slin
means 11,
70

The means 11 may be manipulated as follows: The end
portions 2 are threaded through the corresponding eyes
20 and drawn therethrough to their limits in order to

ins,
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4
3.
and
securing
said
covering
portion
against accidental un
cause puckering or gathering of the side edge parts 15 covering.
substantially as one is shown in Fig. 5. The end portions
3. Method of packaging without lifting a compact
21 are then carried upwardly, looped or wound around
body of material, having an upper surface, side surface

the base of the trunk, branches or stem of the specimen
of nursery stock and then carried downwardly, in oppo

site directions, longitudinally over the outer face of the
covering portion 10, crossed and carried upwardly in
opposite directions transversely over the outer face of
the covering portion and tied together at the base of the
trunk, branches or stem.

This method provides a rapid and safe one for packag
ing the lower portions of dug specimens of nursery stock,
employing a covering means A particularly adapted for
progressive covering of the body of material about the
roots of a specimen of nursery stock without the necessity

of lifting the specimen in order to position a part of a
covering portion under the body of material.
The specific securing and sling means 11 makes pro
vision for securing the covering portion 10 about the
body 25 of material surrounding the roots and also pro
vides a sling for use when lifting the specimen from a
cavity 26 and during transporting, etc.
Various changes may be made to the form of the in
vention herein shown and described without departing
from the spirit of the invention or scope of the claims.
What is claimed is:
1. Method of packaging a compact body of material,
having an upper surface, side surface and bottom surface
and surrounding the roots of a specimen of dug nursery
stock, which comprises the steps of forming a flexible
covering portion as large in area as the combined areas
of said surfaces; tilting said compact body of material on
its bottom surface; positioning one edge part of said cov
ering portion over the uppermost part of said upper sur
face and one intermediate part of said covering portion
over one part of said side surface adjacent said uppermost

part and said bottom surface and extending to and over
the exposed portion of said bottom surface; gathering the
other intermediate part and other edge part of said cover

ing portion into an overlapped narrow length and dispos
ing said length beneath the exposed portion of said bot

tom surface to provide a fulcrum; tilting said compact
body of material over said overlapped narrow length in a
direction opposite the first tilting direction of movement
until said overlapped narrow length is free of said bottom
surface: unfolding said overlapped narrow length; posi
tioning said other intermediate part to cover the remain

ing uncovered bottom and side surfaces of said compact
body of material and said other edge part over the remain

ing uncovered upper surface; and securing said covering
portion against accidental uncovering.
2. Method of packaging a compact body of material,
having an upper surface, side surface and bottom surface
and surrounding the roots of a specimen of dug nursery
stock, which comprises the steps of forming a flexible cov
ering portion as large in area as the combined areas of
said surfaces; tilting said compact body of material on its
bottom surface; positioning one edge part of said covering
portion over the uppermost part of said upper surface and
one intermediate part of said covering portion over one
part of said side surface adjacent said uppermost part
and said bottom surface and extending to and over the
exposed portion of said bottom surface; rolling the other
intermediate part and other edge part of said covering
portion into and elongated narrow roll and disposing said
roll beneath the exposed portion of said bottom surface
to provide a fulcrum; tilting said compact body of mate
rial over said elongated narrow roll in a direction oppo
site the first tilting direction of movement until said elon
gated narrow roll is free of said bottom surface; unrolling
said narrow roll; positioning said other intermediate part
to cover the remaining uncovered bottom and side sur
faces of said compact body of material and said other
edge part over the remaining uncovered upper Surface;

0.

and bottom surface and surrounding the roots below the
above-ground portion of a specimen of dug nursery stock,
which comprises the steps of forming a flexible covering
portion as large in area as the combined areas of said
surfaces; tilting said compact body of material on its
bottom surface; positioning one edge part of said cover
ing portion over the uppermost part of said upper sur
face and one intermediate part of said covering portion

over one part of said side surface adjacent said uppermost

part and said bottom surface and extending to and
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over the exposed portion of said bottom surface; gather
ing the other intermediate part and other edge part of
Said covering portion into an overlapped narrow length
and disposing said length beneath the exposed portion

of said bottom surface; tilting said compact body of
material over said overlapped narrow length in a direc
tion opposite the first tilting direction of movement until
said overlapped narrow length is free of said bottom
surface; unfolding said overlapped narrow length; posi
tioning said other intermediate part to cover the remaining
uncovered bottom and side surfaces of said compact body
of material and said other edge part over the remaining
uncovered upper surface; drawing together the edge parts
of said covering portion; and supporting the lower part
of said covering portion from said above-ground portion.
4. Method of packaging without lifting a compact
body of material, having an upper surface, side surface
and bottom surface and surrounding the roots below the
above ground portion of a specimen of dug nursery stock
while disposed in an earth cavity larger in size than the
size of said body of material, which comprises the steps
of forming a flexible covering portion as large in area
as the combined areas of said surfaces; tilting said com
pact body of material, on its bottom surface, against a
surface of the wall of said cavity; positioning one edge
part of said covering portion over the uppermost part
of said upper surface and one intermediate part of said
covering portion over one part of said side surface adja
cent said uppermost part and said bottom surface and
extending to and over the exposed portion of said bot
tom surface; gathering the other intermediate part and
other edge part of said covering portion into an over
lapped narrow length and disposing said length beneath

the exposed portion of said bottom surface; tilting said
compact body of material over said overlapped narrow
length in a direction opposite the first tilting direction of
movement until said overlapped narrow length is free of
said bottom surface and a portion of the covered part
of said body of material contacts the opposite surface
of the wall of said cavity; unfolding said overlapped
narrow length; positioning said other intermediate part
to cover the remaining uncovered bottom and side sur
faces of said compact body of material and said other

edge part over the remaining uncovered upper surface;
and securing said covering portion against accidental
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uncovering.
5. Method of packaging without lifting a compact body
of material, having an upper surface, side surface and
bottom surface and surrounding the roots below the above
ground portion of a specimen of dug nursery stock dis
posed in an earth cavity larger in size than the size of

said body of material, which comprises the steps of form
ing a flexible covering portion as large in area as the
combined areas of said surfaces; tilting said compact
body of material, on its bottom surface, against a surface
of the wall of said cavity; positioning one edge part of
said covering portion over the uppermost part of said
upper surface and one intermediate part of said covering
portion over one part of said side surface adjacent said
uppermost part and said bottom surface and extending
to and over the exposed portion of said bottom surface;
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6
neath the outer surface of the bottom part of said cover

5
gathering the other intermediate part and other edge part

of said covering portion into an overlapped narrow length
and disposing said length beneath the exposed portion
of said bottom surface; tilting said compact body of
material over said overlapped narrow length in a direc
tion opposite the first tilting direction of movement until
said overlapped narrow length is free of said bottom
surface and a portion of the covered part of said body
of material contacts the opposite surface of the wall of
said cavity; unfolding said overlapped narrow length
along the bottom and side of said cavity; positioning said
other intermediate part to cover the remaining uncovered
bottom and side surfaces of said compact body of mate
rial and said other edge part over the remaining un
covered upper surface; securing said covering portion
against accidental uncovering; and providing a sling be

ing portion.
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